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Lush, vivid storytelling, rich in layers, nuanced characters. It speaks of family,
recovery, and the ability to move forward after healing. Scattered Thoughts and
Rogue Words Reviews.
Hawaiian Lei
Beau Toyama&#x2019;s a flight instructor on the Big Island of Hawaii and a lovely,
gentle, shy soul from a dysfunctional island family. He&#x2019;s only recently come
out and his last relationship with a man was a disaster.
Matt Quintal&#x2019;s a New Zealand painter with a gypsy soul that can&#x2019;t
settle down. The LA &#x201c;gay scene&#x201d; is a crock but where to now? Fed
up with another soulless one-night stand, he jumps a plane to the Hawaii.
He&#x2019;s not staying, though&#x2014;it&#x2019;s only a visit.
But unseen forces and the spirit of Beau&#x2019;s mom Tehani have other plans for
these two men.
Paddling in Kealakekua Bay&#x2019;s beautiful turquoise waters, Matt&#x2019;s
heart is drawn to the sound of a biplane&#x2019;s radial engines and suddenly he
needs to know who&#x2019;s flying that plane. When the &#x201c;mixed
plate&#x201d; Hawaiian pilot takes off his sunglasses, it nearly takes Matt to his
knees.
Can these two vulnerable, wounded men allow their hearts and souls to trust again?
Or will Matt get rock fever and have to run from his feelings and the one man who can
see all of him?
Hawaiian Orchid
Kulani Mahikoa is &#x201c;The Orchid,&#x201d; a young, insecure, pro-surfer from a
rough background on the Big Island. He&#x2019;s Beau Toyama&#x2019;s cousin
from Lei. But he&#x2019;s also a healer and has a heart as deep as the ocean
he&#x2019;s part of. Like the great Hawaiians, who have gone before him, warrior
Kulani epitomizes the spirit of aloha and love. He&#x2019;s not only healing his own
wounds, but &#x201c;The Lost Boys&#x201d;&#x2014;young, homeless, abandoned
and abused gay boys he&#x2019;s taken under his wing.

Rob Masterson is a wounded psychologist who&#x2019;s trying to come to terms
with his husband Tony&#x2019;s death. When he died, they were separated but still
living together. Can the lone and lonely New Zealand widower reconcile all the pieces
of guilt and love, to heal and fall in love again? When he drops anchor in Kona Harbor
and meets the exotic islander&#x2014;young, bolshie Kulani&#x2014;explosive heat
makes sparks fly between them.
Kulani has more layers than Rob ever bargained for. And Rob&#x2019;s tangled knot
of responsibility, grief, and guilt with his New Zealand heritage and past life is
something he needs to untangle.
Is the age difference between them a barrier they&#x2019;ll get past? Is Rob ready to
be an instant dad to the lost boys. And can two wounded men learn to trust and love
one another?
Hawaiian Fragrance
Hawaiian Fragrance is the next sensual love story in The Hawaiians series, featuring
Danny Lucerno, Paolo Bastini, and Zane Andrews.
Danny&#x2019;s an expert waterman and fourth generation Big Islander from the
influential Kilohana Ranch and Lucerno family. He was disowned at seventeen when
he came out, and Kulani from Hawaiian Orchid found him living on the beach.
He&#x2019;s now part of the Masterson-Mahikoa ohana and a part of the Big Island.
It&#x2019;s in his soul.
But when Danny meets the sophisticated, wealthy, and passionate Paolo Bastini,
he&#x2019;s swept away into the glamorous world of Vegas. He becomes caught
between the two worlds. The easy-going island lifestyle of Hawai&#x2019;i, and the
exciting world of money, parties, power, and glitz that Vegas and Paolo have to offer.
Things are not as they seem with Paolo, though. He has a secret. Twenty years
earlier, he was deeply in love with someone who reminds him of Danny. When Danny
discovers who Paolo&#x2019;s lover was twenty years ago, things explode, and a
daring rescue is made by his Hawaiian family.
As Danny heals physically and emotionally, the Lucerno&#x2019;s all have to take
stock of where the
AWARD WINNING series ~ Best Contemporary Gay Romance runner-up,
finalist, and honorable mention in the 2016 and 2017 Rainbow Awards.
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